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Escape From Earth: A Study of Tsvetaeva's Elsewheres 

In Tsvetaeva's work, earth is essentially a place of exile where her persona stands 
"with only one foot." From its confines she time and again seeks to return to 
her original home in the sky by escaping into the worlds of dreams, poetry, and, 
for a while, an impassioned correspondence. Perhaps nowhere is Tsvetaeva's 
otherworldly orientation more strongly evident than in the imagery of her numer
ous flights, evocations of azure skies, and artistic simulations of the air and space 
of dreams. These pervade the poemy written at the time of the civil war and the 
correspondence-related works of the mid-twenties. In the late twenties and .thir
ties, by contrast, there is a conscious turning away from aerial imagery to the 
immediate world, and finally at turning away from poetry itself to death. The 
poet's imperative need of some form of exit from the "here" and "now" for 
survival is borne out by her work and is perceptively, though somewhat critically, 
remarked on by Pasternak in his autobiographical essay: 

All her life Marina Tsvetaeva protected herself from everyday routine by 
means of work, and when it appeared to her that this was an extravagance 
and that for the sake of her son she should temporarily sacrifice this capti
vating passion and glance around soberly, she perceived a chaos which had 
not been filtered through the creative process, immovable, strange, and inert; 
in fright she recoiled, and, not knowing where to escape from this horror, 
she hastily hid in death, thrusting her head into a noose, like under a pillow.1 

Tsvetaeva was a romantic who acutely experienced the rift between reality 
and idea, body and spirit, thought and feeling: "U menia mysl' i chuvstvo, slovo 
i delo, ideologiia i prirodnyi stroi—splosh' raznye i splosh' vrazhduiushchie 
miry."2 Her aversion to this world stemmed in part from an active dislike and 
discomfort with its physicality, or, as she calls it in "Naiada"—"vechnaia tret'ia 
partiia v liubvi." For her this physicality was the main obstacle which prevented 
direct contact with the essence of beings and things; it is well illustrated by her 
attitude toward the sea. If in her imagination she early identified with the sea's 
free spirit, confusing the "svobodnaia stikhiia" of Pushkin's "K moriu" with 
stikhi, in real life it overwhelmed and alienated her. She was unable to cope with 
its physical immensity and insurmountability, and she did not like the limitations 
implied by the horizontal axis, preferring to it the vertical axis of heights and 
depths. These factors, together with her own bodily discomfort, prevented her 
from communicating with the sea's essence.3 

1. Boris Pasternak, "Avtobiograficheskii ocherk," Prosa 1915-1958 (Ann Arbor, 1967), 
p. 46. 

2. Aleksandr Bakhrakh, "Pis'ma Mariny Tsvetaevoi," Mosty (Munich), 1961, no. 5, 
p. 311. 

3. For Tsvetaeva's account of her "relationship" to the sea, see M. Tsvetaeva, Mot 
Pushkin (Moscow, 1967); her essay "Natal'ia Goncharova" in Volia Rossii, no. 5-6 (1929) ; 
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Not surprisingly, therefore, air, the least physical of the elements, the element 
which stands in direct opposition to earth and sea, emerges as the substance par 
excellence of Tsvetaeva's imagination. Unlike the other elements, experience of 
air in reality does not contradict its image in the imagination. Flight best ex
presses the poet's delight in the dynamism of the spirit and its poetic journeys; 
motion itself was for her the essence of dreams, the imagination, and even God.4 

In "O Germanii," written in 1919, she exclaimed: "'Die Seele fliegtl'—bol'-
shego ved' ne skazal i Novalis. Bol'shego nikto nikogda ne skazal. . . . zdes' vse 
i vsia, i krome net nichego."6 In the same piece she described her impulse to 
break through all limits into flight: " 'Ausfiug.' Vy tol'ko vslushaites': vylet is . . . 
(goroda, komnaty, tela, roditel'nyi padezh). Ezhevoskresnyi vylet ins Grtine, 
ezhechasnyi—ins Blaue. Ather, heilige Luft\"e Flight also served as a metaphor 
for the saving force of creative work; Tsvetaeva was convinced that a poet's falls 
cannot be fatal as long as he continues to write: "On—dazhe razmakhnuvshis' s 
kolokol'ni—/ Kriuk vymorochit... Ibo put' komet—/ Poetov put'."7 

Although fanciful flights and intimations of heavenly elsewheres are to be 
found in Tsvetaeva's early volumes (Vechernii al'bom, Volshebnyi fonar', and 
even Versty I), "home" in these works is still situated in this world, albeit other 
worlds co-exist, mingle, and vie with it. There is, however, a pronounced in
crease in the frequency of otherworldly references during the revolutionary and 
civil war periods. Moscow itself, the poet's celebrated earthly home and "posses
sion" in Versty I, becomes an object of commiseration and later is vehemently 
renounced by Tsvetaeva for its capitulation to the Soviets: 

IlepBOpOflCTBO—Ha CHpOTCTBO ! 
He cnoKaiocb. 
BejiHKo TBoe .nopoflCTBo: 
OTpeKarocb. 

TeM KaK Bflajib rcmscy Ha SJIHJKHHX— 
OTpeKaiocL. 
TeM KaK TBoft Toniy 6VJIHHCHHK— 

OTpeKarocb. 
("MocKBe")8 

and her pocma, S moria, in Marina Tsvetaeva, Nesobrannye proizvedeniia, ed. Gunther 
Wytrzens (Munich, 1971) (hereafter cited as NP). 

An extensive discussion of the sea in Tsvetaeva's work is to be found in leva Vitins, 
"Escape from Earth: A Study of the Four Elements and Their Associations in Marina 
Cvetaeva's Work" (Ph.D. diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1974), the chapter 
entitled "Water." 

4. Gaston Bachelard, in L'Air et les Songes: Essai sur {'imagination du mouvement 
(Paris, 1943), p. 12, writes: "dans le regne de l'imagination, l'infini est la region ou l'imagi-
nation s'affirme comme l'imagination pure. . . ." Above all, the imagination denotes for him 
"une type de mobilite spirituelle. . . . Un vrai poete . . . veut que l'imagination soit un voyage" 
(P. 8). 

5. Tsvetaeva, NP, pp. 470-71. 
6. Tsvetaeva, NP, p. 471. 
7. Marina Tsvetaeva, Izbrannye proizvedeniia (Moscow, 196S), pp. 231-32 (hereafter 

cited as IP). 
8. Tsvetaeva, NP, p. 209. 
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In order to escape the chaos of civil strife, her heroines tear themselves free 
from the shackles of earthly obligations and travel skyward on a fiery Pegasus
like steed of poetic inspiration: 

OX, OrOHb-MOfi KOHL—HeCHTBlft eflOK! 
Ox, oroHb—Ha HeM—HBCHTHH escort! 
C KpaCHOfl rpHBOK) CBHJIHCb BOJIOCa . . . 
OrHeBaa noaoca—B He6eca !* 

They become resolute Amazons ready to challenge gods and fate in a sky whose 
lower heights are disturbed by carnage. 

In the cycle "Razluka" (1921), the poetic voice, together with oneiric flight, 
emerges as the only means by which the heroine can overcome the downward 
pull of the despair of separation and the pressures of existence, yet fulfill an im
perative need to assert herself by defying fate. Her would-be suicide by falling 
from a Kremlin tower is averted by an angel warrior, one of the frequent guises 
of Tsvetaeva's muse during this period: 

YpoHeHHHe iaK ,a;aBHO 
B3flHMaK) pyKH. 
B nycToe qepHoe OKHO 
n y c r a e pyKH 
Bpocaio B noayHoiHHfi Soft 
^aCOB,—flOMOfi 
X o i y ! — B O T Taic: BHH3 nwiOBofi 
—C 6amHH!—^OMOft! 

He o 6yjiHacHHK njiomaflHofi: 
B nienoT H ineaecTb . . . 
MHe HeKHfi BOHH MoaoAOft 
Kptuio noflCTejieT.10 

She severs herself from the hold of her child to journey, by steed, into a sky that 
is both a "grad osiiannyi" and an "orlinaia vys' " in the hope of rescuing the 
husband she fears dead from the hands of fate. "Razluka" is but one of the many 
works of Tsvetaeva in which separation serves as a point of departure for the 
poet's own verbal flights. 

In Na krasnom kone, also written in 1921, earthly attachments are seen to 
be incompatible with a desire to serve one's art. The heroine is forced to relin
quish earthly ties by her masculine muse, here a Genius on a red steed who has 
protected her from harm since the cradle.11 She desires and pursues him on 

9. Tsvetaeva, IP, p. 132. 
10. Tsvetaeva, NP, p. 140. 
11. In her reminiscences, Ariadna Efron suggests that this "Genius" was inspired by 

Blok, whom Tsvetaeva idolized all her life, but whom she never got to know in person. He 
was the inhabitant "tekh ee vershin, kotorye Tsvetaeva schitala dlia sebia nedosiagaemymi" 
(Ariadna Efron, "Stranitsy vospominanii," Zvezda, 3 [1973]: 177). The dominant images 
of fire, snowstorms, and winds in the work tend to support this view. 
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earth, but he eludes her and ruthlessly destroys all that she holds dear there; 
only after she puts on the armor of an Amazon, takes to the sky on a white steed 
to do battle with him, and is vanquished by him, does she by her martial ardor 
gain his favor. Far from the fray below, she then grows wings and waits for him 
to carry her on his steed further into the azure—and, poetry: 

Cefi CTpameH COK>3.—B êpHOTe pBa 
Jleacy—a Bocxoff cBeTea. 
0 KTO HeBeCOMHX MOHX flBa 
KpHJia 3a mieioM— 
B3BeCM? 

Heiaoft corjisflaTaft 
JKHBHX 6ypt— 
JTewy—H caeacy 
TeHH. 

ÔKOJie MeHfl 
He yM̂ HT B aa3ypb 
Ha KpacHOM KOHe— 
MofiTeHHS!12 

The pattern of this poema, a recurrent one in Tsvetaeva's work, illustrates the 
Dionysiac and Apollonic stages of the creative process.13 Tsvetaeva's heroine first 
immerses herself in the chaotic whirlwind of events on earth, its "zhivye buri"; 
she then separates herself from this chaos by taking flight, thereby distancing 
herself from it; in an equestrian dream, "konnyi son" (the heroine's own defini
tion of the poema), she relives what she experienced below, for the time being a 
speechless spy ("nemoi sogliadatai") of what has transpired; this dream, in turn, 
will be rendered at its conclusion (and that of the poema), into the written lyrical 
work before us. 

Tsvetaeva's skepticism about the possibility of personal fulfillment in real 
life is evidenced also by her folklore-based poemy, two of which were written 
during the civil war period. In these poemy, she truncates the happily-ever-after 
endings of the original tales and ignores their moral strictures; her unions take 
place not on earth but in the sky and in death: "there," not "here." Hence, in the 
poet's rendition of the tale "Tsar'-Devitsa," her Amazon-like Tsar-Maiden and 
the musician Tsarevich are prevented from a real meeting in life by the machina
tions of a jealous stepmother and are joined only after they commit suicide and 
ascend to the sky while the kingdom on earth enters the throes of revolution. 

In "Pereulochki," written in 1922 shortly before Tsvetaeva's departure from 
Russia and inspired by the bylina "Dobrynia i Marinka," a sorceress-seductress 
uses words to seduce a man and take him on a verbally imaginative journey by 

12. Tsvetaeva, IP, pp. 441-42. 
13. Tsvetaeva's familiarity with Nietzsche's work is reflected in her essay "Iskusstvo 

pri svete sovesti" and in correspondence. For a discussion of the essay, see Angela Living
ston's article, "Tsvetaeva's 'Art in the Light of Conscience,'" in Russian Literature Tri-
quarterly, no. 11 (1975), pp. 363-78. 
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water, fire, and air, by boat and steed, beyond the limits of earth into an azure 
"second land." This azure, it appears, is only the threshold of the heavenly 
realms: "Pervaia tsvel' / Prigorod lish'! / Etikh zemel' / Trideviat' ikh!" But 
there, cut off from the world, the sorceress transforms the man into an aurochs 
and leaves him. Her verbal magic is geared to seduce and dupe not only her 
victim, but the reader as well; for she carries both away from the real world 
into the world of the imagination. Whereas in the original bylina the victim is 
returned to his former shape and the evil sorceress is punished, in Tsvetaeva's 
interpretation, he is left to wander in azure fields, and the sorceress, presumably, 
returns to earth to seduce anew. 

Molodets (1922), although written in exile, also belongs to this group of 
folklore-based poemy (its source is the tale "Upyr"'). The heroine here, in con
trast to the Marusia of the tale, ultimately chooses to leave a loving husband and 
infant on earth in order to join the vampire she loves in a fiery blue sky: 

Ta—BBHCb, 
TOT—B6JIH3I>: 

CBHJIHCB, 

B3BHJHCI>: 

3H0fl—B 3H0fi, 
XJIHHB B XJlUEh! 
JJO-MOfi 
B OrHB CHHb.14 

In these poemy, flights reflect the heroines' need to distance themselves from the 
demands and obstacles of real life and their desire to surrender to ecstasy, no 
matter what its source. The urge is to escape physical involvements and to sub
stitute for them a spiritual passion, hence the "ogn' sin'." The flights trace the 
passion of the flesh metamorphosed into that of the spirit, and the sexual partners 
with whom the heroines are united are mythical, spiritual beings. As the persona 
of Poema Kontsa later points out, home is not in the bedroom, but in the sky 
toward which she rushes on her mythical steed: "Konem, rvanuvshim konoviaz' 
— / Vvys'!—i verevka v prakh."15 

Tsvetaeva's emigration to the West in 1922 heightened her sense of home-
lessness on earth and her skepticism about the likelihood of finding fulfillment 
in real life relationships. Russia receded into a distance still painfully immediate 
and became identified with this distance: ". . . tot bezprovolochnyi udar, / 
Kotoromu imia-dal'." The note sounded in her poetry shortly before exile— 
"Zdes' net svidan'itsa / Zdes' tol'ko provody"—prevailed. In the cycle "Berlin." 
Tsvetaeva spoke of this time as one of a brotherhood of the dispossessed, of 

14. Marina Tsvetaeva, Molodets (Letchworth, Eng., 1971), p. 105. Professor Simon 
Karlinsky, in his study, Marina Cvetaeva: Her Life and Art (Berkeley, 1966), p. 228, 
perceptively links the image of physical ascension and apotheosis experienced in these folk
lore-inspired poemy with similar images in later poemy, finding that they demonstrate "the 
close connection in the poet's mind between the notions of artistic creativity and total union 
or fusion with another being, or, possibly, with the universe. . . . " 

15. Tsvetaeva, IP, p. 453. 
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universal orphanhood, and of a heaven of Spartan friendships. Her aversion to 
the physical cares and restrictions of daily life was aggravated by conditions of 
extreme poverty which deprived her of privacy and time for writing. 

The pressures and demands of such an existence assumed in her work the 
shape of an enclosed space, a prison from which she sought an exit. Departure 
from this space into other worlds is preceded by a collapse of walls, ceilings, 
doors, and the subsequent appearance of gaps which lead out. In the cycle "Son," 
one goes to sleep in order not to see walls, or to remove the ceiling, or to unlock 
the doors of one's own body. In "Drevniaia tshcheta" the persona emphatically 
states her desire to step out of her body: "Ponimaesh1, chto iz tela von— 
khochu !"18 Conversely, the poet saw her working paradise as a quiet, and above 
all, empty room, one reminiscent of her azure skies: 

A worker's paradise, my paradise, and since it is paradise, it is naturally un
available here. In emptiness—in silence—from morning on. Paradise first of 
all is an empty place. Even if spacious, spacious—tranquil. Tranquil—light. 
Only emptiness imposes nothing, does not force things out, does not exclude. 
In order that everything might be, it is necessary that there be nothing. 
Everything cannot bear nothing. . . .1T 

Tsvetaeva, particularly in the mid-twenties, relied on correspondence as a 
means by which to escape into another reality. The impetus for her flights, or 
now, more accurately, defiance of ordinary space, became a desire for perfect 
communication, for escape from the spiritual isolation and poverty of her daily 
life and byt. Like sleep, she notes in "Zaochnost'," correspondence breaks down 
the wall of ordinary space and opens up a different space through which a mes
sage can be carried. Once the communication is completed, the space again be
comes an impenetrable wall. Although Tsvetaeva felt the dream to be the most 
perfect form of otherworldly communication, she viewed correspondence as the 
second best, one whose laws were the same as the dream's.18 Consequently, the 
atmosphere of her epistolary poems is strongly reminiscent of that of dream-
scapes, and her communiques frequently take place on the borderline between 
waking and sleeping. They resemble the poemy described earlier. In both, passion, 
because it is not consummated, is sustained at an intense level, so well captured 
by the fiery blue of Molodets and delineated by Iurii Ivask as Tsvetaeva's Bacchic 
paradise: "Vakkhicheskii rai, uvekovechennaia obessmerchennaia zemnaia strast' 
v ee napriazhenneishem momente. . . ,"19 To one of her correspondents, Alexan
der Bakhrakh, she wrote of the passionate nature of her epistolary world: "la 
strastnee Vas v moei zaochnoi zhizni: chelovek chuvstv ia v zaochnosti prevra-
shchaius' v cheloveka strastei, ibo dusha moia—strastna, a Zaochnost'—strana 
Dushi."20 Most important, perhaps, correspondence allowed intimacy without re
course to the senses and, in Tsvetaeva's case, it gave birth to poetry; yet the very 

16. Marina Tsvetaeva, Posle Rossii (Paris, 1928), p. 125. 
17. Tsvetaeva, "Natal'ia Goncharova," p. 42. 
18. Marina Tsvetaeva, Ncisdannye pis'ma (Paris, 1972), p. 271. 
19. Iurii Ivask, "Pis'ma M. I. Tsvetaevoi Iu. Ivasku (1933-1937)," Russkii Literaturnyi 

Arkhiv (1956), p. 230. 
20. Bakhrakh, "Pis'ma Mariny Tsvetaevoi," p. 328. 
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physical distance which the poet's words had to traverse was in itself a prere
quisite for such intimacy; physical proximity inevitably would have destroyed 
it.21 Tellingly, her most impassioned correspondence was with men she barely 
knew in person—Bakhrakh, Pasternak, and Rilke (whom she never met). 

The poet's intention to transcend the limits of ordinary reality in the cycle 
"Provoda" (1923) is indicated by her dedication to Pasternak: "Moemu bratu v 
piatom vremeni goda, shestom chuvstve i chetvertom izmerenii—Borisu Paster-
naku."22 She entrusts her poetic voice to telegraph wires and orders it to tear 
through the restrictions imposed on it by the meter of the poetic line and that of 
space. She orders it to outdistance time with its "false accounts" so that her 
message might reach her departing friend. The intense despair at separation that 
begins the cycle smolders as a pent-up passion within the persona's body, bursts 
as a cry from her womb, and then matures with patient waiting into a first-born 
child-song, one which for the persona has greater significance than a real child: 

IlecHb! C 9THM nepBeflijeM, ITO nyme 
Bcex nepBemjeB H Bcex Paxnjiefl . . . 
—Heap flocTOBepHeftmyro rymy 
H MHHMOCTflMH IiepeCHJIK) !23 

The ineffectuality of physical separation on the spiritual bond of the two 
poets is also the theme of "Ras-stoianie: versty, mili" (1925). There the verbal 
prefix ras-, designating undoing, splitting, separating, and tearing part, becomes 
the main motif of the poem as the persona dwells on how the conditions of life 
have "moved apart," "transplanted," "unglued" and "unsoldered" their two fates, 
yet notes that theirs is a spiritual, poetic fusion and not a physical one that can 
be undone. 

When, in "Provoda," the persona realizes that she will not be able to meet 
with her poet-friend in real life, she conjectures that perhaps they will meet in 
a dream: "Avos' uvidimsia vo sne." In the poema, S moria, written on the sea-
coast, such a meeting is arranged. Whimsically, aided by an impossible north-
southerly wind, the persona jumps into the other poet's dream. Via this lightning-
speed route she bypasses all impediments of byt: her communique reaches him 
unstamped, uncensored, weightless, and without errors; the dream allows the 
persona to be dispatched in toto. Real time can be temporarily ignored, for dawn 
is the dream's sole "censor." Both in form and content the poema is in keeping 
with its definition as the "stenogram of a dream." 

Initially, its persona suggests an equality between her own creative force 
and that of the sea by which she strolls; both play with and transform the things 
that come to them; she sees them participating in a mutual game. What the sea 
tosses on shore is picked up by the persona; her verbal art (mouth) makes each 

21. Tsvetaeva herself recognizes this fact in a letter to Pasternak: "la by ne mogla s 
toboi zhit' ne iz-za neponimaniia, a iz-za ponimaniia. . . . la tebia ponimaiu izdaleka, no esli ia 
uvizhu to, chem ty prel'shchaesh'sia, ia zal'ius1 prezren'em, kak solovei pesnei. Ia vzlikuiu 
ot nego. Ia izlechus' ot tebia mgnovenno. Kak izlechilas1 by ot Gete i ot Geine, vzglianuv na 
nikh . . ." (Tsvetaeva, Neizdannye pis'ma, pp. 310-11). 

22. Tsvetaeva, IP, p. 753. 
23. Tsvetaeva, Posle Rossii, p. 74. 
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item evoke a motif from her past; each is savored according to its merit; none is 
found satisfying, and the splinters she finds to foretell the poets' future tell of 
the temporal and empty nature of fame. 

As the dream draws to a close, her attitude to the sea changes. She senses 
the insignificance of her own brief life and creative chatter (molot') when juxta
posed to the seemingly timeless and mighty grinding (also molof) of the huge 
mill that is the sea. The bits and pieces that it deposits on shore are mere leftovers 
of what is contained in its elemental depths, just as the poem is but a shorthand 
of the poet's intent, her "depths." Whatever is given expression, whatever sur
faces, is unsatisfyingly fragmentary and imperfect. When the persona finds a 
perfect starfish, its value lies in wholeness. Just as she wanted her "entire being" 
to reach her addressee, she wants something perfect and whole to offer as a gift 
from the seacoast. The starfish presents itself as a direct and untransformed link 
with the sea's primordial depths. As such, it is more ancient than the Star of 
Bethlehem and more reliable than the unsure red star of the Soviets which re
sulted from the breaking off of one of the points of the Star of Bethlehem. It can 
establish a contact between the ocean and the failure the heroine sees in the 
Soviet state. After suggesting that her perfect and natural star replace the one 
she considers temporal and faulty, the persona, tired, wants to be joined in 
"mutual" sleep with her addressee. The dream begins to fade and the landmarks 
of the seascape (marina) that she (Marina) has been describing and those of her 
own facial features blend, recede, and fade out of sight, as do the words of the 
poema: "Nos, dumal? Mys! / Brovi? Net, dugi, / Vykhody iz— / Zrimosti."24 

And the poets go into a dreamless sleep, itself analogous to eternity. 

Tsvetaeva's heroine does not fare as well in making contact with her address
ee in the epistolary poema that followed, Popytka komnaty (1926), an ambitious 
and masterful exploration of the psychology of space. Part of its failure as a 
communication, Tsvetaeva thought, was due to her inability to decide to whom 
she was addressing it, Pasternak or Rilke.25 In the poema, the heroine tries her 
hand at creating a setting and atmosphere which would induce her addressee to 
appear. First she attempts to fashion an imaginary room; in this task the un
known and magnetic quality of the "fourth wall" dominates her consciousness, 
presenting itself mainly as the space behind her back. However, she is unable to 
rid herself of the fears and insecurities that concentration on it brings to mind. 
Even when she shifts her focus to the ceiling or floor, paranoia resulting from 
previous associations oppresses her. Because she herself feels uncomfortable and 
hedged in within the cerebral design of her construct, the addressee does not 
respond to her summons. 

Indeed, the very idea of constructing the delimiting space of a room is alien 
to the poet's inclination to break through the confines of rooms into open space. 
Perhaps recognizing this, the heroine alters her approach and now hopes to create 

24. Tsvetaeva, NP, p. 537. 
25. A discussion of Tsvetaeva's friendship with Pasternak is to be found in Jane A. 

Taubman's "Marina Tsvetaeva and Boris Pasternak: Toward the History of a Friendship" 
in Russian Literature Triquarterly, no. 1/2 (1972), ppi 303-21; and Olga Raevsky-Hughes's 
"Boris Pasternak: Marina Tsvetaeva (K istorii druzhby)," Vestnik russkogo khristicmskogo 
dvizheniia, no. 100 (1971), pp. 281-305. The initial versions of Tsvetaeva's letters to the 
poet were subsequently published in Tsvetaeva, Ncisdannye pis'ma. 
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a dream in which the two can meet, for the dream is defined here as an abyss, a 
wall-less room consisting of planes: "Komnata? Prosto—ploskosti."26 Her ride 
through this abyss by phaeton will not be fatal as it was for Phaethon, for whereas 
his carriage had no brakes, a table which materializes because of the writer's need 
to lean will serve as brakes for hers (it must be remembered that in Tsvetaeva's 
view, a poet's falls are never fatal). Objects and meetings in this dream world 
come about by an unspoken mutual agreement. The two friends' projected meet
ing place recalls Dushenka's magical home in Bogdanovich's poema by that name. 

The interval of the heroine's waiting for the arrival of her addressee is filled 
with a digression on corridors, the spatial equivalents of waiting. For as waiting 
connects two events in time, the second of which will take place in the future, 
corridors connect rooms; both have a quality of being "in transit." Tsvetaeva 
fully explores this temporal and spatial association. Life's events are reduced to 
a maze of corridors; the body itself is seen as a house with corridors of coursing 
blood and a corridor-like network of nerves which the poet merges with the rail
road network by which she expects the addressee, whom she anxiously awaits, to 
arrive. Finally, the heroine becomes the light at the end of the corridor-tunnel 
through which the addressee is carried by the train and the wind, the mythical 
messenger of poetry by which Tsvetaeva's heroines frequently make contact with 
their addressees. 

But the meeting of the two friends is on this occasion but a greeting, for 
the heroine abruptly goes off into a dreamless sleep. The walls of her own room 
disappear, the ceiling caves in, and the room fills with water.27 All that remains 
of the two are their voices calling each other in the vocative case. Again, the 
heroine recognizes, as she did in "Provoda," that her strength is in her poetic 
voice, not in her skill as an "interior designer" of rooms. 

It is by this voice that Tsvetaeva, after Rilke's death at the end of 1926, 
tried to reach him in her epistolary work, "Novogodnee." (Many of the images 
in this work crystallized from a dream she described in a letter to Pasternak.28) 
In a series of conjectures and childlike questions her thoughts focus on the dead 
poet's new sense of perception and her own altered perception of life under the 
impact of his death. Underlying her reflections is a refusal to accept life as a 
totality of experience or death as an empty void in which the dead poet has be
come nothing and in which she, still alive, has disappeared from his thoughts. 
For her the event demands the postulation of a third reality which is neither life 
nor death; she feels that it is a state in which (as in dreams) one experiences an 
expanding consciousness, acquires new senses, and becomes part of a nothingness 
where all is possible. 

She questions the poet about his skyward journey and suggests that his 
course is analogous to her own poetic journeys. As he rises upward, divisions 

26. Tsvetaeva reiterates that it is impossible to fashion a real room which approximates 
the space of a dream room in a letter to Anatolii Shteiger in 1936 (see Marina Tsvetaeva, 
"Pis'ma Anatoliiu Shteigeru," in Opyty, 5 [19SS]: 61). 

27. For an account of Tsvetaeva's quandary over Popytka komnaty and a more complete 
discussion of the work, see pp. 136-52 of Vitins, "Escape from Earth." Water imagery, 
particularly inundations, frequently accompany the onset of sleep or departures in Tsvetaeva's 
verse (as they do in Mayakovsky's "Pro eto" and Mandelstam's "Bessonitsa"). Bachelard 
discusses this phenomenon in L'Air et les Songes, p. 33. 

28. See Tsvetaeva, Neizdannye pis'ma, pp. 319 and 325. 
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and oppositions cease as they do in the realm of correspondence; body and soul 
become as one. She now reasons that the two of them did not meet in real life 
because their strongest common bond was otherworldliness; "Iz vsego togo odin 
lish' svet tot / Nash byl, kak my sami tol'ko otsvet / Nas,—vzamen vsego sego 
—ves' tot svet !"29 

Her conjectures about the nature of the heavens are informed with a child
like wonder and recall some of her earlier aerial heights. Again, as she notes in a 
letter to Pasternak, much of her intuition about the atmosphere of "that world" 
derives from dreams: 

How well I know that world! From dreams, from the air of dreams, from 
the dense clutter and urgency of dreams. How I dislike this [world], how 
degraded I feel in this one. Just try to conceive that world: its light, illu
mination, objects lit differently with your light, with mine.30 

She suggests that there are many heavens and that they are terraced like moun
tains, that God is a growing baobab tree, and that the air there is like an empty 
Aeolian tower resonating with sound. Tsvetaeva concludes her "letter" in antici
pation of meeting the dead poet, if not in person, then, as she meets with all her 
correspondents, through poetry: 

— ÔCBHflaHEH ! ,3,0 3HaK0MCTBa! 
CBHflHJtca—He 3Haro, HO—cnoeMca. 
C MHe-caMofi HeBe,a;oMofi 3ejweio— 
C n;ejiHM MopeM, PaflHep, c n,ejioft MHOK !31 

The poema itself integrates images from Rilke's poetry and echoes his fascination 
with death (its particular space) and his recognition of the inadequacy and in
completeness of life. 

The last of Tsvetaeva's correspondence and dream related poemy was Poema 
vozdukha (1927), which is both a synthesis of the earlier poemy in its perception 
of space and a departure from them. It, too, relies heavily on the dream experi
ence for its atmosphere, but, unlike the earlier works, the heroine's goal is no 
longer union with an addressee or a mythical figure. Her goal is solitary and 
unceasing cerebral flight. Throughout the work the theme of captive existence 
mingles with the themes of sleep, death, freedom, and creativity as the dreamer 
journeys upward into transcendence through the seven realms of air. Each air 
is characterized by the quintessence of some physical state and each, in turn, 
suggests a psychological frame of mind, a state of being. 

The heroine's travels again start at the brink of sleep; she praises night for 
its sharpening of one's senses. As the ascent begins, the heroine-poet is joined by 
a nameless companion-poet. While on earth, the poets are "together," yet sepa
rate, and it is only when they have left the bounds of earth and entered into the 
"first air" that they enjoy togetherness. Because this level is not yet free from 
earth's gravity, however, they experience difficulty and are forced to struggle. 

29. Tsvetaeva, NP, p. 484. 
30. Ibid., p. 318. 
31. Ibid., p. 485. 
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Images recall the adversities of the civil war period with its famine, typhus, and 
atmosphere of imprisonment. For the poets, this imprisonment is solitary confine
ment within their lungs; the shortage of breath they suffer is reminiscent of 
Blok's fate. They can either accept this condition or stop breathing the air of 
oppression and strife altogether. By choosing the latter course, they break through 
the confines of their cell, metamorphose into lungs, and advance into the freer 
space of the second air where the heroine sings the joys and wonders of self-
propelled flight, recommending it over the less trustworthy flight of airplanes: 

Ho cnaomHoe aapo— 
Cast—3aieM npH6op? 
TBepflb, cTejiHCb no« JIO^KOK) 
.HeTKOio—yTjia I 
Ho—ciuroiiiHoe aericoe— 
CaM—3aieM neTJia 
MepTBaa ? nojiomeTca... 
njiemeTCfl... H BOT— 
He HcaaefiTe jieTiHKa! 
Tyr-To H nojieT !32 

By the time they leave this air and enter the next, they have lost the last of 
their physical attributes—weight—and have become pure spirits. At this point, 
they have arrived at the threshold of the realm where, in "Pereulochki," the 
sorceress parted ways with her companion, telling him that he must go further 
alone; elsewhere, too, Tsvetaeva stresses the ultimately solitary path of the 
spirit: "—Ty i put' i tsel', / Ty i sled i dom. / Nikakikh zemel' / Ne otkryt' 
vdvoem" ("Beregis' . . . " ) . 3 3 

Each of the poets now travels separately through a liquid and plashing third 
air, a rare and harsh judgmental fourth air, and a fifth air replete with elemental 
sound. Each movement upward corresponds to a movement downward into es
sence. The sixth air forms a transition from the upper regions into an air that 
is better than air, the realm of abstract thought. With her entry here, the poet, 
who has always felt herself to be an exile on earth, returns to her home in the 
sky, the native soil (grunt) of those who feel themselves to be homeless on earth, 
the other soil. Of her body, the Orpheus-like head alone remains, and the poema, 
in images- recalling Mandelstam's poem "la nenavizhu svet," concludes in a 
hymn to the unceasing and boundless activity of the human mind: 

. . . H3 Jiyica—BHCTpeaoM— 
BBHCB ! He B ijapcTBO nyni— 
B nojraoe BaaflHraecTBO 
JI6a. npeaeji?—OCHJH>: 
B Mac, Korfla roTHiecKHft 
XpaM HaroHHT mirajib 
Co6CTBeHHHft—H BOTHdHB 

32. Ibid., p. 556. 
33. Tsvetaeva, IP, p. 200. 
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Bee,—Koropm rawi! 
B Mac, Kor^a roraiecKHft 
HIlIHJIb HarOHHT CMHCJI 

CofiCTBeHHHfi. . . 3 4 

With this solo flight into infinity and its declaration of the primacy of the 
mind over spirit, Tsvetaeva's journeys away from earth ended. The more abstract 
and inventive her explorations of space and dreams became, the further her 
cerebral flights took her in search of essence, the less accessible her works be
came to readers. Their failure to understand her meaning ("ot polnogo nedo-
khozhdeniia ot nechego ne poniatnosti") accentuated her own growing sense of 
isolation. 

In the late 1920s and 1930s, the expansive vision which characterized the 
poemy of the early twenties lost its scope and became inverted. Undoubtedly the 
death of Rilke and a decrease in the volume and intensity of her correspondence 
with Pasternak, as well as a disillusionment with him as a person, contributed 
to Tsvetaeva's abandonment of her spacious dream and correspondence worlds. 

Instead of breaking out through the walls of existence into space, the poet 
retreated to the more immediate world of nature, things, and her own past. The 
house of "Dom" (1931) is an extended metaphor for the persona; its windows 
gaze into the self and its past; in its confines she intends to live out the rest of 
her days—". . . Ot ulitsy vdali / la za stikhami konchu dni— / Kak za vetviami 
buziny"36—no longer addressing herself to untold heights. In "Kust" (1934), 
not finding anyone who needs her in this world, she turns to a bush for a listener. 
Yet even her love for nature is threatened by the incursions of man: the trees 
which, in the cycle "Derev'ia" of 1924, brought her closer to the sky that she 
loved, in the "Derev'ia" of 1934 have become city dwellers who must struggle 
like their brother-poets for survival in an environment threatened by the en
croachments of modernity. A shaky bus ride in Avtobus (1934-36) takes her 
out of town and deposits her into the lap of nature where she joyously greets 
the green beauty of the fields and is elated by an anticipation of freedom, only 
to discover that this freedom is illusory. Men have limited this joy by arbitrarily 
enclosing it in gates, ones which for her summarize existence itself: 

H Bflpyr—orpoMHOft paMofl 
K HCHBOMV lyay—A3— 

noflimcaHHOMy—MpaMop: 
BopoTa: flajib H o a 3 

CBOflHmHe. (B ceii paMtce 
OmHycb Bca—Be3fle.) 
He K $epMe H He K 3aMKy, 
A caMH no ce6e—8e 

34. Tsvetaeva, NP, p. 562. 
35. Tsvetaeva, IP, p. 293. 
36. Ibid., pp. 556-57. 
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In a letter to Iurii Ivask in 1934, Tsvetaeva separated herself from the "machine 
and aviational" air of modern times and rejected it. She wrote that she felt com
pelled to turn toward "the stalactite caves of prehistory," "the underground realm 
of Persephone and Minos." 

Significantly, at this time also, Tsvetaeva in her prose reminiscences emo
tionally returned to the Russia of her youth; it became for her a surrogate form 
of escape, another elsewhere. In her poetry, the dal' (distance) which with 
emigration had become synonymous with Russia, reasserted itself, now summon
ing her to the home that she had renounced: 

^aab, npHpojK,a;eHHa,H, tcaic SOJIB, 

HacToabKO pofliraa H CTOJIB 
POK, MTO noBCKffy, iepe3 BCK) 
,Hajib—BCK ee c coSofi Hecy! 

^ajiB, OTflajiHBiiiaji MHe 6JIH3I>, 

^aat, roBopamaa: "BepHHCb 
flOMO&V CO BCeX—j!I,0 rOpHHX 3B63fl— 
MeHfl cMMaiomaa MecT! 

("POflHHa")37 

Yet for the time being she resisted its call and it was her poetic craft that 
remained her most constant means of escape from the realities of existence. 
Whereas in the 1920s she had paid tribute to it in the guise of a romantic 
Genius-Muse and the fiery Pegasus-like steed which carried her into azure skies, 
her tribute in the thirties in the cycle "Stol" (1933) was to her writing table, 
the mundane and concrete object which had faithfully accompanied her every
where : 

Mofl HHCbMeHHllft BepHHft CTOJI1 
CnacnSo 3a TO, MTO niei 
Co MHOH) no BceM nyraM. 
Mean oxpaHaa—-Kan inpasi. 

CTpoacafiiiiee—H3 3epi^aa! 
Cnacn6o 3a TO, mo CTaa 
(Co6jia3HaM MHPCKHM nopor) 
BceM paflocTAM nonepeK38 

She links it with the forest: her own poetic growth has kept the tree in it alive. 
It is on this table that she wants to be laid out when she dies. With characteristic 
Tsvetaevan humor and self-irony, the persona envisions herself in death modestly 
covering her nakedness with the wings which in earlier days gave her access to 
infinite heights. 

37. Ibid., p. 297. 
38. Ibid., pp. 297-98. 
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When Tsvetaeva's dire family circumstances precipitated a return to the 
Soviet Union in 1939, she almost ceased to write original poetry. And when she 
did write, she no longer felt it to be an intrinsic need: "la svoe napisala. Mogla 
by, konechno, eshche, no svobodno mogu ne . . ." (August 1940) .39 By not 
writing, however, Tsvetaeva relinquished her surest exit from the terrors with 
which she was faced at the time and forfeited what she herself had earlier called 
the poet's protection from fatal falls. 

Death had never been distant from her poetry—her otherworldly flights, 
explorations of space, and desire for novelty and transcendence can be read as 
mental journeys into the realm of death. Like the traveler in Baudelaire's "Le 
Voyage," a work that she translated in the year before her suicide, Tsvetaeva 
at an early age had discovered the rift between the "immeasurable dream" and 
the "limitations of the seas"; she had left her native home; in poetry and corre
spondence she had journeyed toward the realization of her dreams until she was 
deceived by them as well. Tired and disillusioned, the poet had literally and 
figuratively returned to the realities of the world from which she had departed. 
Still desirous of finding novelty, she felt now that only death could lead her 
to it: 

CMepTb I CTapaft KairaiaH! B flopory! daBb BeTpmio! 
HaM CKŷ eH BTOT Kpaft! 0 CMepTt, CKopee B nyTb!, 
IlycTb He6o H B0«a—Ky^a lepHefl qepHHJia, 
3Hafi—THcaiaMH cojrarj; caaeT Hama rpyflt! 

("ILiaBaHLe")40 

39. Tsvetaeva, Neizdannye pis'ma, p. 611. 
40. Mastera russkogo stikhoivornogo perevoda, vol. 2, Biblioteka poeta, Bol'shaia seriia 

(Leningrad, 1968), p. 258. 
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